
NOTE ON SOME GAP THEOREMS

DIETER GAIER

Many theorems in the theory of series concern gap series of the

form

.A with am = 0 for w* < m ^ Mk and mk /" °°,
(1) 2-,  am ,

m=o where Mk ^ mk (1 + v) for some # > 0,

with partial sums sm. These theorems infer the convergence of the

sequence {smk} for &—»co from assumptions concerning the summabil-

ity of (1) or from properties of the associated complex function

(2) f(z) =  E   amzm (z = x+ iy).

Two theorems of the latter type are the following Theorems A and

B.1

Theorem A [l]. Suppose that a series (1) is given and that (2) is

regular in \z\ <1 and continuous in a circle \z—a\ ^1 —a for some a

with 0<a<l. Then sm„-^f(l) (k->°o).2

Theorem B [4]. Suppose that a series (1) is given and that (2) is

regular in \z\ < 1 and bounded in a sector | arg z| < e, 0 < | z| <1. Then

limI,i_0/(x) =5 implies smt-^s (k—><x>).

We are going to prove a theorem which contains both of these

theorems:

Theorem 1. Suppose that a series (1) is given and that (2) is regular

in |z| <1 and bounded in a circle \z—a\ <1— a for some a with

0<a<l. Then \imx*.i-o f(x)=s implies smk—+s (£—»»).

By a short complex variable argument, we shall reduce the proof

of Theorem 1 to the following gap theorem on summable series of

type (1).

Theorem 2. Suppose that a series (1) is given and that

Received by the editors February 1, 1956 and, in revised form, March 19, 1956.

1 In this connection, see also some gap theorems by Noble [8; 9j.

2 Evgrafov has also given an example to show that Theorem A may be false if

\z — a\ gl— a is replaced by a sector x/2+5garg (z — 1) g3ir/2— S, 0^ 12 — 11 gp

(«>0, p>0).
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(i) the function (2) is regular in \z\ <a and at z = afor some a with

0<a<l;

(ii) at the point z = 1, the Taylor series of f(z) about z — a is G-

summable to the value s.

Then there exists a number 5 = 5(#, a)>0 such that under the addi-

tional hypothesis

(iii) sm = 0((l+S)m) (»->»)

one can conclude

(3) smi-^ s (&—>• oo).

Remarks, (a) An equivalent form of (ii) is

(ii') the series (1) is CiTa-summable to the value s, where Ta denotes

the "circle method" of order a.3

(b) Our proof of Theorem 2 goes beyond the theorem; it establishes

the following extension:

The conclusion (3) in Theorem 2 remains valid if Ci-summability in

(ii) or (ii') is replaced by C,-summability; here k can be any number ^0.

For k = 0 a similar theorem, with B (Borel) instead of Ta, has been

proved by Zygmund (see [5, p. 206]); our theorem or its extension

can, like Zygmund's theorem, be used for a proof of Ostrowski's

theorem on overconvergence. Theorems similar to Theorem 2 and its

extension could also be obtained by our method of proof for B (Borel)

and Ep (Euler-Knopp) instead of Ta.

The author wishes to thank the referee for a number of suggestions.

Proof of Theorem 1. We show that all conditions of Theorem 2

are satisfied. Consider the development J^m-o a'm(z—a)m of f(z) at

z = a. Since/(z) is bounded for [z—a\ <1— a, the Abel-summability

of Sm-o a'm(\ —a)m to s implies the G-summability of the series to

the same value (see for example [2, p. 327]). The condition (iii) of

Theorem 2 is also satisfied for every 5>0; hence Theorem 2 is ap-

plicable and it is sufficient to prove Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 2. We shall use our hypotheses in the form (i),

(ii'), (iii). Let {s^ } be the Ta-transform of {sm}, i.e.

(4) s4  = (1 - a)»+* E ( M) a—,. =   £ «.(»)*.,
m~n  \ n / m^n

with the notation of [5, p. 201 ] and k = 1 —a, so that, for each fixed

value n, the maximum term um(n) is attained for m=[n/(l— a)].

Our idea is

' To obtain the matrix for the "circle method" of order a, put k = l— a in [5, p.

201].
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(a) to construct for each interval (mk, Mk) in which {sm} is con-

stant = 5OTi, a corresponding interval (nk, Nk) in which {sn' } is almost

constant and almost = ^mt (see equation (12)) ;4

(b) to deduce from the CVsummability of {sn' } the convergence

of {s„k} and thus the convergence of {smk} for &—»oo.

In order to attack (a) for a given k = 1, 2, • • • , put §' =$/16 and

consider the intervals Iik) = (mk, [mk(l+&')}), ■ ■ ■ , Ii$ = ([mk(l

+ 15&')],[mk(l + 16#')]).

For each k, let nk be the first index n for which [n/(l— a)] is in

ij ; such an index exists for all sufficiently large k. Similarly, let Nk

be the last index n such that [n/(l— a)] is in J^p; again, such an

index exists for large k. Hence we have obtained our intervals^, Nk),

and we note that by construction

and

Ml + #')] = [73-] = M1 + 2t?')]

so that

(5) Nk — nk^ Knk for every fixed positive k < 12#'/(1 + 2#')-

Consider now for any n in the interval (nk, Nk) the 7Vtransform

(4) and choose a positive number cr<t?'/(l —a) (1+t?). For each such

n the coefficients am in the interval [n/(l—a)]—am^m^ [n/(l— a)]

-\-crn vanish, for this implies mk<m^Mk. Therefore, putting

m= [n/(l — a) ]-\-h, we can estimate

(6) Sn   =  E Um(n)sm =    E   Um(n)sm +    E   Um(n)sm = An + Bn.
m^n [A|^ffn \h\>an

First, let us consider An. We have

(7)An = smh-    E   «m(») = s»t-(l -    E   «i»W)=^i-(l+0(«"7"))

with some 7=7(1—0:, o-)>0 (notation of Theorem 139 in [5]).

Next, we estimate Bn with the use of (iii). With a constant K we

obtain

\Bn\   < K    E   um(n)(l + 5)m
\h\>an

= K(i - «)(i^yE'(^){«(i + 5)h

4 Incidentally, the assumption (ii) is not needed to prove (12)
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where E' ranges over all m with m< [n/(l — a)]— an and

m> [n/(l — a)]+an. Put a' = (l+b)a and assume that 5 in (iii) is so

small that

1 1 a
(8) (1 + S)a < 1 and 0 <-< — •

1 — a'      1 — a       2

Then we have

| 7i„ |   £ JT(1 - a) (^)B E" ( ™y,m,

where X" ranges over all m with w< [n/(\ — a')] — (<r/2)» and

w> [«/(! _«')] + (o-/2)w. This sum we can estimate:

£"(*)«'- - °^n>(j-z7Z}f with T = 7(! ~ "'■ y)'

so that

(9) | Bn | g £'• fr^;-^}   e_r" with T - y 6 - «'. y) •

Now one can easily verify that 7(1 —a.', a/2) can be taken as a con-

tinuous function of a' in 0<a'<l, if a>0 is fixed. For a'—>a it tends

therefore to y(\—a, a/2)>0, while the content of the braces in (9)

tends to 1. Hence, if our 5 was in addition to (8) small enough (de-

pending on a and on a and thus on a and on $), we have

(10) \Bn\   ^ K"-e-Xl" for some fixed constants K" > 0 and Xi > 0;

this holds for every n in the intervals (nk, Nk).

To bring (7) into a more suitable form, we notice that, by (iii),

Smk = 0((l+o)m"), and hence

smh-0(e-y) = 0((1 + 8)nke-y>) = 0((l + g)»l (*-*). g-r»)

= O0rx"\),

if S in (iii) was given so that log (1+5) <(1 —a) -y(\ — a, a). Combin-

ing (6), (7), (10), (11), we obtain

,    . . for a constant X > 0 and for all
(12)     *: = 5.. + o(^«)

n in the intervals (nk, A7*).

Now we come to the easier part (b) of our program. Denoting the

Ci-means of {$»' } by o-„', we simply write
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/    _ So -r • • • + Srrt _ So + • • • + snk      snt+i + • • ■ + sNk

"Nk~        Nk+ 1 Nk+1 Nk+ 1        '

nk + 1    ,       Nk — nk
= -<Jnk H-smk + 0(<TXn*).

Nk + 1 Nk 4- 1

Assuming without loss of generality that o-„'—>0 (n—»<») and remem-

bering (5), we obtain immediately smk—>0 (&—>oo), as was to be

proved.

In order to prove the extension, replace the simple device (13) by

the gap theorem for CVsummable series (see [7, p. 469]; for a simpler

proof see [6] or [3]); this gap theorem is applicable to the series

E(5« —Sn-i) because of (12), and it yields the convergence of {snk}

and hence the convergence of {smt}. Thus our extension is also

proved.
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